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Abstract. In this paper we present our perspective on the role of playfulness regarding large scale, interactive floor and façade projections in urban public
space. We start with a model to identify the key elements and their interplay
within this experience design space. This model will develop a deeper understanding of the design space in order to act as being a conceptual tool for creating interactive projects. We discuss the potential of playful projects to reconfigure public space in terms of the performative and motivational aspects of play.
We conclude with our findings from observing playful projects built or supported by our research team.
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Introduction

“Public space is our open-air living room, our outdoor leisure centre.” (Lipton,
2002)
This open, collectively owned space provides a neutral ground for social interaction and hence is a space of possibilities for playful engagement and communication.
However, for the younger generation the internet and mobile communication increasingly fulfill these roles (Rogers et al., 2011). Youths might rather sit on a park bench
talking and playing with someone miles away, looking at a small screen, rather than
engaging with the space or people around them.
As research group1,2, we believe that squares and parks are deeply social (Lefebvre,
1991). They are not just pure geometric spaces: they become meaningful through
interaction and context. A look into the history of public squares (Sitte, 1901) reveals
their varying functions – e.g. political, economic and social. These are subject to constant and substantial change. Small markets where local goods were traded now become arenas for interactive advertisement via public screens. Commercialization is on
the verge of ruining this experiential space. As media artists and researchers we want
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to contribute these thoughts and findings to discussions on how to shape the appearance and function of urban public space in the near future. The number of people
working and living in urban areas is bigger than it ever has been and new technologies
offer exciting opportunities to create novel experiences in urban public spaces, while
pervasive computing and mixed reality provide new visions on how to blend these
experiences with our everyday life. We try to leverage technology to reconfigure public space in a dramaturgic, respectively game design space and thereby stimulate social interaction and communication.
This paper provides an overview of the work we carried out between 2011 and
2013. It extends our previous work in the area of playful interactive façade and floor
projections in public space (Wagner, 2012). In the following sections we will discuss
our perspective on urban playfulness and urban public space as a design space, and
later analyzing prototypes and experiments in terms of their implication, success, and
challenges.

2

Urban Playfulness

In our work we interpret urban playfulness as broader than the mere act of playing
a game. We consider interactive artworks or reactive musical instruments with less
rigid structures also playful. Salen and Zimmerman (2003) define play as free movement within a more rigid structure. This relates to Huizingas understanding of play
(Huizinga, 1949) as an integral part of human culture, not only associated with games,
but e.g. also performing arts, literature and religion. Designing playful experiences in
public space however entails different challenges in comparison to designing games
for computers, or installing interactive artworks in a confined space like a gallery or
the living room. In order to get a better understanding of the design space, key elements and their interplay were identified. The elements found were: the space itself
[S], the people currently inhabiting it [P], not to be confused with just the active players, the rules [R] implied by society as social rules and the rules in the context of the
individual person (in our case the game/interaction logic). Together these components
form a dynamic system, in which interaction and behavior [I] is shaped by the mentioned elements in an evolving feedback system. What we describe is a transformation
process, triggered by a change in context involving all three elements.

Fig. 1. Key elements within the urban public design space
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2.1

Space

This basic model is greatly inspired by Goffman (1966), from a sociological point
of view, and Gehl (2003), from an urban design perspective. Both note that the environment (in our model defined as space) significantly shapes the interaction that occurs in public space. Public space can facilitate varying forms of activities, which
Gehl groups in three categories, namely necessary activities, optional activities and
social activities. While necessary activities are compulsory and will take place under
almost any condition, optional and social activities are influenced by spatial conditions enabling or constraining certain behaviors or interaction. We see space as the
geometric structure including visual and auditory displays, but not the context or social meaning, which is in accord with studies in HCI (Akpan et al., 2013; Harrison &
Dourish, 1996). It becomes evident that this quality of public spaces itself is an essential element of the dynamics shaping interaction and behavior in public space.
2.2

People

Another influence for our model was the research conducted in the humancomputer interaction domain regarding large-scale public displays (Müller et al.,
2010) and collocated interaction (Voida & Greenberg, 2009). Müller et al. describe
the various interaction phases in the form of an audience funnel, which is similar to
the contextual awareness model and the roles offered by pervasive games as discussed
by Montola and Waern (Montola & Waern, 2006) extending Reeves et al. model for
designing the spectator experience (Reeves et al., 2005). The audience funnel is a fine
grained model which consists of (1) passing by, (2) viewing and reacting, (3) subtle
interaction, (4) direct interaction, (5) multiple interaction and (6) follow up actions. In
contrast Montola and Waern introduce the following roles: (1) active participation as
a player, (2) participation, but not in a direct player role, (3) spectatorship and (4)
refusal. Taking only the player/user experience into account is definitely shortsighted.
Voida & Greenberg, who discuss the role of the game console as a computational
meeting place, come to a similar conclusion. They point out that due to the often diverse individuals participating, games need to provide different modes of gameplay
and should foster audience participation or an otherwise enjoyable audience experience. For projects on public squares as a design spaces, multiple levels of engagement
and interaction need to be taken into consideration.
2.3

Rules

Beside the space itself and the people inhabiting it, also the rules are an important
element in this dynamic system. As mentioned earlier, there are social rules and rules
that belong to the context the individuals are acting in (Goffman, 1959). Creating a
game or playful installation means bringing a change to the context that people are
interacting in through introducing new game/interaction rules to the system. The
characteristics of these rules are essential. Rules that are easily explored and understood and that result in a discernible outcome offer an invitation for those willing to
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play and spectate. An important thing to remember is the collocated nature of public
space. Offering just a single-player experience with short game sessions is one solution for gameplay in a collocated interaction space (Voida & Greenberg, 2009). Another option is to offer a multi user/player experience, which we will discuss in Chapter 5 in regards to our experimental prototypes.
2.4

Summary

In reality public space is highly complex: the space underlies exterior transformations e.g. weather and time and people belong to different groups in terms of motivation and engagement, so the game/interaction rules should ideally reflect this heterogeneity. The main questions which arise from this configuration are: (1) How to
design rules for installations and games in a way that people become active players/users? (2) How to deal with non-players or passive observers? (3) How to stimulate engagement and long-term motivation? (4) Which modalities can increase social
interaction and communication?

3

Designing for Performative Play

“All game play is performance. There is no gaming without performance.”
(McGonigal, 2005)
Performative play is our weapon of choice and a key to understand how playfulness offers different levels of engagement, while fostering the transition from passerby to observer and from observer to player. McGonigal is not the only one arguing
that game play has an inherent performative aspect, but this can be found in a variety
of domains ranging from psychology (Bateson, 1955), sociology (Huizinga, 1949)
and game studies (Bogost, 2008; Salen & Zimmerman, 2003; Wardrip-Fruin &
Harrigan, 2004) to performance studies (Dixon, 2007; Schechner, 2006). There is an
in-game performance that relates to the role of players both as performer and audience, but more interesting for us is the out-of-game performance. There are clear indicators for play as performance. On one hand, there are e-sport events, where computer
game matches are broadcasted live and players earn respective prize money and gather a loyal fan base watching them - the performance is a show of attained skills. On
the other hand, there are games like Dance, Dance, Revolution or Guitar Hero and
game controllers ranging from the Wii-Mote motion sensor to the Kinect full-body
tracking that foster theatrical performances. “Guitar Hero and Rock Band are deeply
theatrical by design and many players choose to enhance that theatricality in their
gameplay. […] a parody of rock authenticity.”(Miller, 2009). The performance is
mimetic play and a form of creative expression.
The act of playing creates a framing (Huizinga, 1949), which is commonly referred
to as the magic circle (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003). Play needs to be recognizable to
create this protective and liberating framing. It provides the players with a certain
degree of freedom, different to the role Goffman (1959) points out, which people
impose on themself restricting their behavior in public space. To support performative
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play the space needs to be reconfigured, so that play becomes obvious and the connection between play and its outcome is clearly visible.

4

Designing for Long-Term Motivation

Things that are pleasurable keep us engaged and motivated. Researchers at Nokia
Research introduced PLEX the pleasure experience framework (Arrasvuori et al.,
2011), which is based on the framework created by Costello and Edmonds (2007).
Both frameworks are conceptual and evaluation tools for playful experiences with
interactive applications and products. They built up on theory ranging from psychology (e.g. Csikszentmihalyi’s flow theory) and philosophy (e.g. Callois) to game design
(e.g. LeBlanc). While Costello and Edmonds relate their framework to interactive
artworks, the researchers from Nokia tried to widen the approach to interactive products in general. The results are categories that contribute to a pleasurable, respectively
playful experience. Here the list from the most recent publication (Arrasvuori et al.,
2011): Captivation, Challenge, Competition, Completion, Control, Cruelty, Discovery, Eroticism, Exploration, Fantasy, Fellowship, Humor, Nurture, Relaxation, Sensation, Simulation, Submission, Subversion, Suffering, Sympathy and Thrill. We were
interested, which of those categories contribute to long-term motivation for games
and playful installations in public space and will discuss this after presenting our experimental prototypes.

5

Experimental Prototypes

There are already a great variety of projects, experiments and prototypes dealing
with playful interaction in public space, including art projects, games and commercial
applications like playful tourist guides. A lot of research has been done in the field of
pervasive games including the IPerG (Integrated Project on Pervasive Gaming), an
EU funded project. In terms of interface and technology we see three directions concerning playful interaction in large public space, which can also be combined: (1)
Mobile and wearable personal devices are an inherent part of our everyday life. Mobile phones have been successfully incorporated in experimental and commercial
projects ranging from location-based services to multi-player scenarios adopting public space as a narrative or playful space (Ballagas, 2006; Benford et al., 2006; Brown
et al., 2005). (2) The public space with its public displays, media façades (Fischer &
Hornecker, 2012) and open spaces for projections offers new means for interactive
experiences. (3) Physical computing provides new multisensory experiences in public
space and real physical manifestations, which do not rely on light conditions (hence
the time of day) in the way projection systems and media façades do. Regarding interaction paradigms that support urban playfulness we identified presence in space,
movement, full-body interaction, gestures and facial expression, remote interaction
via mobile and wearable devices and physical interaction with any sort of mechanism.
Voida and Greenberg (2009) mention that players preferred gestural and physical
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input devices over button-based input devices and suggest an intuitive mapping in a
collocated design space.
This research project has focused on large-scale projections, creating interactive
façade and floor projections. In the next two chapters we present a selection of projects starting with the interactive floor projections.
5.1

Interactive Floor Projections

This first chapter will focus on multi user, interactive floor projections. To create
these games and installations, we developed a low-cost tracking system for use in
large public space areas (> 100m2) based on thermal imaging technology, which can
be used in conjunction with projections. The concept of the LinkedDots System was
to create digital playgrounds (overlays) on public squares, and has been presented in
an earlier paper (Wagner, 2012). We imagined it as a system that invites people to
collaboratively explore and play. The people interact with the system by means of
presence and movement. To enable more complex scenarios, our main challenge was
to create a robust tracking, which provides consistent IDs for the people within the
interaction area. Leaving removes the player’s ID and when re-entering a new ID is
assigned by the system.

Fig. 2. LinkedDots System. Camera and Projector mounted above (left).
GUI of the tracking (right).

Reactive Visuals
During Schmiede3, a media art festival in Hallein/Salzburg, Austria, we offered a
workshop with our tracking and projection system. Several reactive visuals were created and the user’s position was used as input parameter. On the users’ position metaball objects magnified the texture of the visuals and a slight trail marked their paths.
The rules of interaction with the visuals were quite simple and the visuals indeed an
eye-candy, so people were attracted to explore them, but just for a very short amount
of time (2-3 minutes). The expressiveness of the interaction in this scenario was very
3
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limited, so performative play could not emerge. The rules did not incorporate a connection of some sort between the participants, which resulted in a lack of social interaction and communication. These simple reactive systems are not enough to keep
participants engaged and the audience entertained.
Fragments
Fragments is an audio-visual installation that was created for a public square as
part of the foundation event of the “Salzburger Hochschulkonferenz”. People within a
defined proximity form clusters, which are reflected by visuals and sound. The system
assigns a different fragment (sound generated e.g. birds or water drops) to each of the
clusters. The sounds’ position in the multi-channel audio environment is determined
by the central positions of the clusters. The density of the cluster controls the frequency of occurrence and pitch of the sound. The variance of the sound within each cluster
is controlled by the sum of motion within the cluster. The maximum motion vector in
the scene controls the intensity of the beat, accompanying the sound fragments.
The visible connection of the people in the clusters worked quite well and people
started to collaborate. They realized that the maximum motion controlled the beat, but
could not figure out how the sound fragments (clusters) worked in detail. The link
between the action (repositioning) and its effect (auditory) was not clear to them. This
lack in control hindered expressiveness. Overall we observed a slight transformation
process and people mentioned, that they loved the idea and would like to see such
things to happen more often. The most challenging part in the design was to create a
discernible mapping between the cluster properties and the sound. In an interactive
audio-visual dance performance, created later, we used a similar system, but reduced
the complexity of the mapping. We used very distinctive sound samples, where we
connected the maximum motion vector of the cluster nodes to the speed of the playback, which also influenced the pitch. The density was mapped to an echo effect.
After the performance, we invited the audience to play and observed an increase in
performative play and mean residence time.

Fig. 3. People exploring fragments at a public square in Salzburg.
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To sum it up, curiosity, exploration and collaboration can contribute to long-term
motivation, when the rules (mapping) are simple and discernible. Audio installations,
resembling a musical instrument are challenging to create, because on one side they
need to be easy enough to understand and learn in a very short amount of time and on
the other complex enough to enable expressiveness.
Absorbit
Absorbit is a multiplayer movement based game built by Adam Awan (an artist
from the UK) and Rene Baumgartner (a student at our MultimediaTechnology program). An orb follows each player, which is growing as the player absorbs stars and
smaller players. The game ends when one player accomplishes to reach a certain size
of his or her orb. Once out of the game, people can either wait for the next round or
start anew by exiting and re-entering the game area. There is no constraint for people
to join a round, which has already started. There are clear roles of fleeing and hunting
defined by the simple rules of the game. Absorbit was installed at several locations
and proved to be a very captivating project, mainly due to the following reasons: (1)
The barrier of entry was lowered due to the simple set of rules of the game. (2) The
game consisted of short but intense sessions with immediate feedback. (3) The competitive character of the game fostered long-term motivation. It is a good example of
meaningful play, which Salen and Zimmerman define as follows: “Meaningful play
occurs when the relationship between action and outcome in a game are both discernible and integrated into the larger context of the game.” (Salen & Zimmerman, 2003)
The players were quite enthusiastic about the game. The majority of the people played
several times. The audience gathered around the interaction area watching others play.
Reflecting on the design and development process, the game was comparatively
easy to create and balance. Competitive play offers a distinct opportunity to transform
the context of a public square, to become a playful gathering.

Fig. 4. People playing Absorbit at Schmiede 2012.

5.2

Interactive Façade and Wall Projections

We created several interactive façade projections with the Kinect as single user experience. The depth camera allows full-body interaction. Although a Kinect and simi-
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lar devices allow more sophisticated interaction gestures, we choose to go for easy to
grasp interaction models, to make it work in public space without the need to have a
thorough introduction.
EnziTron
EnziTron is a large-scale and fun gaming experience, which was projected onto the
huge glass façade of the Lentos Art Museum in Linz4. Like in the movie Tron the
players’ body is transported into a computer game. The goal of the game is to move
slick and quick and use hands and feet to collect puzzle tokens that fly towards the
player. In the game each hand and foot node has a collision area attached to it (comparable to a baseball glove) which the players use to catch the tokens flying towards
them. These 4 tokens are arranged in varying shapes to increase the difficulty over
time. Each game session lasts two minutes and a high score is presented at the end.
EnziTron is good example how to stage the players, to increase the performative
character of a game. Although such a staging might frighten away some people, our
observations and informal interviews with spectators and participants over a time
period of four evenings underpinned our assumption that EnziTron is an enjoyable
interlude for players and spectators alike. We watched the so called “honeypot effect”
(Müller et al., 2012), where those people that interact and spectate catch the passersby attention and focus and observed that people were in general more likely to participate, when in groups, due to group cohesiveness and an increase in self-confidence.
When planning such kind of games or installations, it is important to define a dedicated interaction area, so spectators know, where there is a safe-spot to watch and those
interacting or playing are not disturbed by those spectating. For catching the people’s
attention the oversized projection was a big boost and the way the player was represented as a stickman fostered immediate immersion in the game. So size in this respect really matters. Having a high score enhanced replayability, so eventually people
came back later to check if someone has beaten their score.

Fig. 5. People spectating (left). A girl playing EnziTron (right).

4
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Move (Reloaded)
Move invites people to capture short movement sequences (five seconds), which
are then projected one at a time on a wall or façade in ever changing order. The short
clips are blended into each other with a morphing algorithm. The installation uses a
depth sensor and a RGB camera to stencil the people out of the RGB image. The people have a small interaction area of about 2 x 3 meters. The interaction rules are very
simple to invite the broad public to try the installation. When someone enters the interaction area and the person gets detected by the system the playback changes to a
counter and their silhouette is projected. As mentioned in Müller et al. (2012), silhouettes catch people’s attention and are very attractive and intuitive for those who interact with the installation. They see the shape of themselves and understand immediately, that it is their silhouette that is projected. People can improvise their movement to
the rhythm of music, so it influences the people’s movement and contributes largely
to the overall quality of the installation. Therefore an adequate playlist was created to
have some variety. Later this year we are planning to create an installation with a
similar principle interaction, but where the parameters calculated from the clips themselves drive the sound installation accompanying the visuals. With no deeper engagement for the people, participants watched the clips while approaching, recorded a
clip and then watched as their clip was played. The sorting of the clips was not purely
random, but the most recent clip was shown within the following four clips. Sometime people showed quite impropriate gestures in the clips they recorded, so it is wise
to implement an option to discard such clips. In accordance with the observations
from EnziTron, it was more likely that people participated, when they arrived in
groups. People especially enjoyed the possibility to dance with their friends to record
a clip.

Fig. 6. Screenshots from the installation: movement (left), morph (right)

5.3

Findings

In the process of conceptualizing, creating, staging and later discussing our own
work with players and spectators, we realized that the categories presented in the
PLEX framework can be applied to playful experiences in large public spaces. How
people interact in public space is affected by the very fact that they share the same
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space with others. In this regard Hall (1966) discusses the concept of proxemics, dividing the area around individuals into zones, which reflect the level of intimacy in
relation to others. These zones define some sort of personal bubbles that individuals
build around themselves. Both competitive and collaborative play provide different
means to invite people to let their personal bubbles burst, which liberates them to get
in touch with each other. To foster long-term motivation in public space settings,
competition, exploration and collaboration (fellowship in the PLEX model) are strong
ingredients.
It is easier, to create projects with façade or wall projections, because people, both
the designers and participant, are in general used to the perspective, which is closer to
what they know traditional screens. When creating an interactive floor projection you
have to adapt to the limitations and the change of perspective for those who are participating and watching the installation. Especially with projectors, there is a limitation
due to the resolution, which translates into a clearly visible size of the individual pixels. A big difference to façade and wall projections is that the interaction and projection area share the same physical space, which results in a very immediate feedback.
In general this immediacy invites people to just give it a try, without the need to wait
in a queue.
Revisiting our model, it is the people and space that you have to be taken into account for catching the people’s attention, but it is mostly the rules that result in motivation. If social interaction is the benchmark, the floor projections Absorbit and fragments were the top projects. Overall Absorbit was the most successful project in
terms of long-term motivation, but collaborative and expressive audio installations
have a high potential for performative play and create potentially interesting settings
for the audience. Taking visibility and attention as benchmark, the façade and wall
projections were up front.

6

Conclusion

In this paper we presented a model framing key elements of interaction in public
space: space, people and rules. We analyzed in which respects playfulness can contribute in reconfiguring this experience design space. The performative aspect of play
invites people to spectate and participate by offering different levels of engagement.
This can be achieved by taking the different roles into account, when designing interactive applications for large public spaces and by reconfiguring the space in a way
that supports performative play. By adding new rules for interaction and play, to enhance competitive, collaborative and explorative aspects, long-term motivation and
social interaction can be fostered. Currently we are investigating the possibilities that
arise from the usage of physical computing, to create interfaces that promote collaborative engagement with real world objects in public space. We started working on
concepts for interactive fountains and physical interactive artworks.
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